Welcome to a Business Opportunity
No investment is required for basic applications #1- #3- #5
Little investment is required with basic applications #2 - #4 - #6
A minimum $4,350 investment is required for local distributors #7
A minimum $12,735 investment is required for national distrubutors #8

Work for Emanuele Viscuso Trompe l'Oeil Wallpaper division in several
capacities- Choose full time company representation (wholesale or retail) or
social referrals of your friends and earn a commission.
1. Casual referral to a new client by a non-customer: 5% in commission is paid (must first apply
and be approved sending name, address, phone, email). All can apply and make easy money just
talking about us.
2. Casual referral to a new client by a customer: 10% in commission is paid (must be already in
our database as a private client with at least 10 pieces purchase). All customers can apply and
make easy money just talking about us.
3. Professional Agent/Designer referring a client: 20% in commission is paid (must first apply and
be approved sending name, address, phone, email). All professional agents and designer can apply
and earn commissions by referrals of clients.
4. Representative or Designer who buys the samples (not for sale) and/or makes a final
decorative wall for display (20 pieces at least in samples/display at $25 each): 30% in
commission is paid (must first apply and be approved sending name, address, phone, email). Small
investment required for the display of the product which sells itself..
5. Established Store who buys stocks and sells to several clients without buying
samples/display: 35% discount in all the orders. Discount according also to quantity. All
established stores can apply.
6. Established Specialty Store who buys the samples (not for sale) and/or makes a final
decorative wall for display (20 pieces at least in samples/display at $25 each) who buys stocks
and sells to several clients: 40% discount in all the orders. Discount according also to quantity.
Small investment needed but the display of the product is a best seller.
7. Recognized local distributor who sells to stores and designers and prints materials about us :
50% discount in all the orders. Discount according also to quantity. A 20 pieces diplay, a 20 pieces
samples orders and starting order of at least 100 pieces is required.
8. Recognized national distributor who sells to stores and designers, makes publicity of our
firm on primary magazines, prints materials about us and attends major fairs displaying our
products: 70% discount in purchases. Discount according also to quantity. A starting order of at
least 500 pieces is required.
All commissions are paid once client has received, accepted and paid for product (including freight
charges).
Write to Emanuele Viscuso Trompe l'Oeil Wallpaper emanueleviscuso@gmail.com

ALL THE ACCEPTED PROFESSIONAL APPLICATIONS WILL BE DISPLAYED IN THE
WEBSITE

